Illuminati researchers know that when the elite is ready to unleash evil into society, that they
somehow need to first project their agenda by encoding it in plain sight.
Their methods of encoding & hiding these messages includes: Television shows, movies, music,
& other forms of entertainment such as video games, but not limited to them.
What I mean by that is that a game does not have to necessary be in video form nor be electronic for
that matter in order for them to convey their plans & hidden agenda that they hope you won’t believe;
despite clues & pass occurrences that is evidence of this truth. ()
Take for instance the 1995 Illuminati card game. A non electronic game depicting pass & future events
all contrive by a group of elite shadowy people. All sworn to Lucifer who are currently running,
controlling & influencing world events as well as popular culture which in turn influences our society.
All this is done behind the scenes like a real life Wizard of Oz behind a curtain.
Despite the fact that this group of elite has evil plans to unleash unspeakable evil on us; the fact also
remains that they can only go as far as God would permit them to go. Some may ask why would God
permit these evil people to do evil?
The answer to that of course is judgment. And judgment is what the book of Revelation it’s all about.
(More on that later) God uses evil people to bring his judgment on a corrupted evil world that has
departed from all that is good while embracing evil and calling it “good”.
Whether you believe in God or not, that would be a different subject to follow. But there is in fact a
higher power way higher than the Illuminati & the evil entities that rule over them.
Having said that, according to so called illuminati insiders and deflectors; this group of elite has plans to
unleash some sort of zombie plaque amount us. Could it be true, if yes could it also be possible?
In order to find out we must both turn to the Scriptures as well as to the sources that the Illuminati
themselves control; such as our own government & entertainment industry to see if they have been
telegraphing anything.
In the 1985 movie “return of the living dead” dead corpses begin to get reanimated as a direct result of
leaking fumes coming out of a found secret government drum barrel containing a corpse with an
unknown substance sealed under pressure.
As I already mentioned, these fumes which are responsible in reanimating dead bodies in the movie it’s
connected to the US government. (So the telegraph here is US government=zombies)

The other “return of the living dead” sequels that followed continued using the government barrels
with leaking fumes as the sole cause of dead tissue reanimating; resulting in what we know as “zombies”
which are dead creatures seeking “new blood” in order to satisfy their crave.
In 1995 the Illuminati card game was released. The game centers in manipulating groups and contriving
world events in order to achieve desire goals that would ultimate lead to world domination.
The cards also shows pass events that are too accurate to be dismissed as a coincidence. One should
also note that these cards continue illustrating future events that have been coming to pass.
Therefore, knowing other telegraphs concerning a zombie apocalypse I decided to see if they also
telegraphed it in their Illuminati card game.
Here are the cards that I found that could potentially be connected to a zombie apocalypse:

A vaccine could be used to infect a population who would end up dying from the disease in the vaccine
itself, while having the “immortality serum” reanimate the body to be literally “living corpses” which
would infect the rest of the population.
(This scenario was telegraphed in the movie “I am legend”. Again, we have a scenario where the
government involvement = zombies.)

The way this would work from the Christian point of view is that the actual person would die from the
disease, but the immortality serum would allow a demon to operate the biological organisms as a blank
soulless body in order to be used to kill & destroy in the physical realm.

The card “Plague of Demons” goes hand in hand with the last card because the vaccine would actually
initiate a plaque in which demons could materialize using the dead bodies of the vaccinated victims.
(Literally a plague of demons)

The “new blood” card shows what appeared to be demonized individuals in a rage. Their odd skin colors
seem to indicate that these people are walking corpses and the blood of the living is what they’re after.

This card is a little bit different because it produces a different type of zombie. An orbital mind laser
could be used to set a person totally insane in which he or she could potentially display zombie like
behavior. They can use this mind control technique to make ordinary individuals commit crimes that
would lead to more legislation, resulting in taking more freedom & rights away from the population in
order to better control them. This card could have been played during the recent zombie like attacks
where some individuals where decapitating others, while others committed gruesome acts of
cannibalism, self mutilation, including a person who took a bite out of a living dog eating his flesh. (Not
to mention that mind control it’s also used to manipulate people into committing other crimes using fire
arms that would provide an excuse for gun control.)

(But that’s another story of itself)

I believe the “orbital mind control lasers” card was most likely played because the victims of this type of
zombie attacks did not become infected & did not continued on with the zombie like behavior. One
victim is faceless in a hospital; other victims are dead & remained dead. (No zombies resulted from
these attacks).
Alright, so all this stuff has been telegraph & continues to be telegraphed till this day, but is it biblical?
Keep in mind that the bible is the ultimate & final word in future events. If it’s not in the bible in any
way, shape or form, it’s not going to happen. The problem is that it does appear to be in the bible & it
looks as if indeed could happened; having all just witnessed the beginning phases of it.
A zombie epidemic has been connected to the word “apocalypse” which is another name for the book of
Revelation. In the book of Revelation there are many references concerning demons being unleashed
into the earth. Another bible verse reads as follows:
Rev_6:8 - And I looked, and behold a pale horse: and his name that sat on him was Death, and
Hell followed with him. And power was given unto them over the fourth part of the earth, to kill
with sword, and with hunger, and with death, and with the beasts of the earth.
I know how a sword which is a weapon could be used for killing, I also know how hunger could
be used for killing as well, but how can one kill with death?
Could this be the part where they use dead biological organisms reanimated with demonic
power & technology & use them to kill as previously discussed?
Not far fetch as at all when the bible is full of supernatural accounts concerning pass & future
events.
As I said before, God will allow this to happen by using these wicked evil people who run the
world as judgment to those who refuse the love of His Son Jesus Christ.
In fact, also in the book of Revelation God warns his people to abstain from committing spiritual
fornication & gives them a strong warning. The verse is in context to Christians who are
following a false doctrine coming from Jezebel a female spirit who corrupts the word of God, &
God calls the followers of this doctrine “her children”.
Rev 2:23 And I will kill her children with death; and all the churches shall know that I am
he which searcheth the reins and hearts: and I will give unto every one of you according to
your works.
Once again we find this same phrase “killing with death”.

This is a clear indication that God will allow & use dead matter to cause death. Whether be
through dead organisms in a vaccine that would cause the death of others, or a real type of
Zombie like apocalypse. This author cannot say for certain, but we must admit that “killing with
death” is a very interesting & unusual choice of words used by God & thus we must pay close
attention to every word that proceeds out of His mouth.
We must also note as stated in the bible, that judgment will begin in the house of God, meaning
with those who claim to be Christian.
The bibles also advise us to remain sober & vigilant meaning alert. 1Pe_5:8 Be sober, be
vigilant; because your adversary the devil, as a roaring lion, walketh about, seeking whom he
may devour:
WOW, this can be applied both spiritually as well as physically on a dawn of a zombie
apocalypse.
So if we remain alert we would be able to see that during the recent years more zombie movies
have been produce by Hollywood; (an Illuminati subsidy) projecting a dooms day scenario
known to us as the very well known “zombie apocalypse”.
Today, the theme ranges from TV shows, video games, mock events, to new movie releases, all
pushing the same theme of a “zombie apocalypse”. The Center for Disease Control (CDC) also
issued a zombie preparedness bulletin at their site.
So how do we really get ready, zombie apocalypse or no zombie apocalypse?
The key is being right with God, and God wants us to be right with His Only Begotten Son Jesus
Christ.
The bible says: Psa_91:7 A thousand shall fall at thy side, and ten thousand at thy right hand;
but it shall not come nigh thee.
God has special things prepare for his people as well as special things prepared for the wicked.
God always gives us a choice & he always hopes we chose wisely.
Deu_30:19 I call heaven and earth to record this day against you, that I have set before you life
and death, blessing and cursing: therefore choose life, that both thou and thy seed may live:
Conclusion?
Unfortunately a zombie apocalypse could be very real in the basis of what the scriptures have to
say mainly in the book of revelation concerning the evil that will be unleashed into this earth.
If you feel in your spirit it’s time to get right with God & would like to know how to do this,

Please continue reading here: HOW TO BE SAVED!

Please support our ministry by donating or purchasing our material. Our research & work depends
solely on supporters like you.

You can also contribute to the Kingdom of God by volunteering a translation of any of our
printed material into the Romanian language. We have a burden for the Romanian speaking
people who are lacking this important information in their own language. If you know
Romanian & feel lead by the Spirit of God to contribute a translation, please contact me via my
blog or youtube message system.

